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ABSTRACT2

The orientation and intensity of the paleomagnetic field is central to our understanding of3
the history of the Earth. The paleomagnetic signature of the singular most event, inner core4
nucleation, however, remains elusive. In this study we study numerical dynamo simulations from5
a paleomagnetic perspective to explore how long observations must be time-averaged to obtain6
stable virtual geomagnetic pole (VGP) directions and global field intensities. We find that running7
averages over 20− 40 kyr are needed to obtain stable VGP’s with α95 < 10◦, and over 40− 1208
kyr for α95 < 5◦. We find that models with higher heat flux and more frequent polarity reversals9
require longer time averages, and that obtaining stable intensities requires longer time averaging10
than obtaining stable directions. Running averages of local field intensity and inclination produce11
underestimates of VDM by factors of 0.9− 0.6 and overestimates of VADM by factors of 1− 1.2 as12
heat flux and reversal frequency increases. We derive a scaling law connecting reversal frequency13
to paleointensity bias that could be applied to records where reversal frequency is known. Applied14
to the PINT paleointensity record, these biases produce little change to the overall trend of a15
relatively flat but scattered intensity over the last 2 Ga. A more careful debiasing applied during16
periods when the reversal frequency is known could reveal previously obscured features in the17
paleointensity record.18

Keywords: geodynamo, paleointensity, Earth evolution19

1 INTRODUCTION

Our knowledge of the history of Earth’s magnetic field derives from paleomagnetic signals preserved in20
rocks. Many applications of paleomagnetism rely on an assumption that only the global axial dipole (GAD)21
component remains after averaging the complex time-variable magnetic field over a sufficient amount of22
time, typically assumed to be around 10-20 kyr (Merrill and McFadden, 2003). This GAD field assumption23
has been extremely rewarding, for example in obtaining paleointensities (e.g. Biggin et al., 2009; Tauxe24
and Yamazaki, 2015), paleodirections and tectonic reconstructions (e.g. Torsvik et al., 2012; Raub et al.,25
2015), and even paleoclimate studies that rely on paleomagnetically derived paleolatitudes (Evans et al.,26
2000; Williams and Schmidt, 2004). Tests of the GAD field assumption have generally found support27
for its validity (e.g. Johnson et al., 1995; Acton et al., 1996; Meert et al., 2003; McElhinny, 2004; Evans,28
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2006; Swanson-Hysell et al., 2009; Panzik and Evans, 2014; Veikkolainen et al., 2014, 2017; Johnson and29
McFadden, 2015), although some have proposed long-term deviations from GAD in the Precambrian (Kent30
and Smethurst, 1998; Abrajevitch and Van der Voo, 2010).31

Theoretically a GAD field is predicted over long time averaging because the equations governing dynamo32
action are symmetric about the transformation ~B → − ~B, about the equator, and in rotation about the33
polar axis (Gubbins and Zhang, 1993), implying that when randomly sampled and time averaged long34
enough only the axial dipole term should retain a non-zero amplitude. However, the length of time required35
to average out all non-GAD terms remains uncertain, especially during periods when the field is highly36
variable or frequently reversing (Merrill and McFadden, 2003).37

Despite the remarkable success of the GAD assumption, a significant amount of anomalous data that38
cannot be explained by a simple GAD field remain largely unexplained. In particular, a growing number39
of anomalous directions in the Neoproterozoic (Maloof et al., 2006; Abrajevitch and Van der Voo, 2010;40
McCausland et al., 2011; Swanson-Hysell et al., 2012; Klein et al., 2015; Halls et al., 2015; Levashova41
et al., 2015; Bazhenov et al., 2016) have been variously interpreted as caused by extremely rapid plate42
motions, significant true polar wander, long-term non-GAD magnetic field components, or some mixture43
of these.44

An additional puzzle that has garnered recent attention is the surprising lack of an obvious paleomagnetic45
signature of inner core nucleation (ICN) in the paleointensity record. Biggin et al. (2015) proposed that a46
paleointensity peak observed around 1.2 Ga could be a signature of ICN, but the primary signature of some47
of the underlying data has been questioned (Smirnov et al., 2016). Simultaneously, recent upward revisions48
of the thermal conductivity of iron have decreased estimates of the age of the inner core to Neoproterozoic49
time (e.g. Driscoll and Bercovici, 2014; Davies, 2015; Nimmo, 2015).50

There are at least three possible reasons for the lack of a clear paleomagnetic signature of ICN: (1) the51
paleomagnetic signature of ICN is too small or old to be preserved, (2) the paleointensity record is too52
sparse, or (3) the signature is obscured by non-GAD fields. Recently, it has been proposed that prior to53
inner core nucleation around 600 Ma a non-GAD field may have been persistent in the Neoproterozoic as a54
consequence of the geodynamo being powered only by weak thermal convection at the time (Driscoll, 2016;55
Landeau et al., 2017). Unfortunately the paleointensity record around this time is sparse, possibly due to a56
lack of wide spread magmatism, a lack of preservation, inability to recover primary remanence, or low57
quality criteria. Therefore, from both empirical and theoretical grounds there is an impetus to investigate58
how paleomagnetic recordings are affected by a range of dynamo behavior and field morphologies.59
Obtaining new high quality data, developing new analysis techniques of old data, and investigating60
synthetic data from numerical dynamo models all provide a way forward.61

Several previous studies have generated synthetic observations from numerical dynamos for different62
purposes. Wicht (2005) found the that the observed length of reversal durations can change by an order63
of magnitude as a function of observed site latitude. A statistical analysis of several numerical dynamos64
by McMillan et al. (2001) found significant variation in field components when averaged over 100 kyr,65
and that a minimum of 10 dipole decays times were required to obtain stable estimates of the dipole field.66
Similarly Davies and Constable (2014) found that averaging over several hundred thousand years was67
required to obtain stable dipole field estimates, and longer averaging is needed for more turbulent (higher68
Rm) dynamo models. Lhuillier and Gilder (2013) found that roughly one million years was required to69
achieve stationary intensities and directions, and that these quantities correlate with stable chron duration.70
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In this paper we systematically explore how long a time average is required to obtain a GAD field from a71
range of dynamo regimes that span stable dipolar to reversing non-dipolar. We generate local synthetic (or72
“virtual”) geomagnetic observations from these models to investigate possible intrinsic biases generated by73
the core magnetic field itself, i.e. not caused by rock magnetic affects, alterations, or external forcings. In74
particular we aim to identify whether the dynamics of the core can produce predictable biases in the time75
averaged paleomagnetic field, in terms of both paleomagnetic directions and paleointensities, and whether76
such biases can be identified and removed from paleomagnetic data to reveal previously obscured features.77

In §2 we review the paleointensity record, accounting for several recently identified issues with certain78
paleointensity estimates. In §3 we introduce the numerical dynamos and synthetic analysis methods,79
followed by results in §4. Finally, implications and conclusions are in §5 and §6.80

2 PINT DATABASE

The PaleoINTensity (PINT) database of Biggin et al. (2009), last updated in 2015, is a compilation of81
absolute paleointensity measurements using the Thellier method with each site mean produced from at least82
3 individual measurements and a standard deviation that is not more than 25% of the mean. The database83
(downloaded from http://earth.liv.ac.uk/pint/) contains a total of 4010 dated paleointensity measurements,84
which is composed of 3248 virtual dipole moments (VDM) and 762 virtual axial dipole moment (VADM).85
We focus on data over the last 2 Ga in order to investigate the possible signature of ICN, which is thought86
to have occurred during that time (Driscoll and Bercovici, 2014; Davies, 2015; Nimmo, 2015).87

Figure 1 shows virtual dipole moment (VDM) from a subset of the PINT paleointensity database (Biggin88
et al., 2009) over 0− 2 Ga. Individual intensity estimates are shown as circles and open circles are data89
that have been questioned (see below) and are excluded from the smoothing analysis. We apply an inverse90
distance squared smoothing (Algeo, 1996; Driscoll and Evans, 2016) to the remaining dataset to produce a91
running mean µ(t) V(A)DM profile (black line), standard deviation σ(t) (dark grey), and standard error92
e(t) (light grey). The vertical thickness of σ indicates the measured variability of V(A)DM over the chosen93
smoothing time scale of 30 Myr.94

As mentioned above, several data points have been excluded from the smoothing analysis. As pointed95
out by Smirnov et al. (2016) low temperature (secondary) or multidomain components will produce steep96
demagnetization curves (Arai plots) that over estimate the primary intensity. Examples of this effect97
may include the Keweenawan rocks dated at 1.1 Ga, which exhibit anomalously high paleointensities98
and puzzling asymmetries between the normal and reversed polarity sections (Pesonen and Halls, 1983).99
Swanson-Hysell et al. (2009) interpret these asymmetries as artifacts caused by changes in paleolatitude.100
The Keweenawan intensities of Pesonen and Halls (1983) are also 2-3 times higher than the Tudor Gabbros101
(Yu and Dunlop, 2001), Abitibi dykes (Macouin et al., 2003), and central Arizona diabase sheets (Donadini102
et al., 2011), all of which were emplaced within about 50 Myr of the Keweenawan. The period of high103
paleointensity found by Pesonen and Halls (1983) may be a real transient, which is consistent with modern104
levels of intrinsic geodynamo variability, or if fact may be an artifact (Yu and Dunlop, 2001; Valet, 2003).105
Similarly, a series of high paleointensity measurements from the Gardar Basalts in southern Greenland106
(Thomas, 1993; Thomas and Piper, 1995) may have misinterpreted several low temperature multidomain107
magnetizations as a primary single domain paleointensity. In light of these concerns we exclude these data108
from the smoothing curve and mark them with open circles in Figure 1. In all, we exclude 20 points with109
ages 1087-1105 Ma from Pesonen and Halls (1983), 18 points all with age 1300 Ma from Thomas (1993),110
and 39 points all with age 1300 Ma from Thomas and Piper (1995).111
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The smoothing analysis applied to this reduced dataset produces a roughly flat paleointensity history over112
the past 2 Ga. Variability is highest during the Neoproterozoic where there is a relative sparsity of data.113
This revision to the paleointensity analysis of Biggin et al. (2015) implies no obvious signature for inner114
core nucleation. In the following sections we investigate how the dynamo regime, which is predicted to115
change after ICN, would be reflected in observations. Later in §5 we revisit this paleointensity record in116
light of our findings.117

3 NUMERICAL DYNAMOS AND ANALYSIS METHOD

We produce a range of dynamo models, from stable dipolar to reversing non-dipolar, to analyze like118
synthetic paleomagnetic data (i.e. from a point on Earth’s surface). Possible biases and correlations between119
“known” and “observed” quantities will be quantified as a function of the length of time averaging and the120
dipole stability.121

3.1 Dynamo Model Setup122

The dynamo models are computed using the Rayleigh dynamo code (Featherstone and Hindman, 2016;123
Matsui et al., 2016). All models share the following control parameters: E = 10−3, Ra = 106, Pr = 1,124
Pm = 10, insulating magnetic boundary conditions, no-slip velocity conditions, inner-outer core radius125
ratio of 0.35, and fixed temperature gradient at both boundaries (see Table 1). These relatively high Ekman126
number simulations produce Earth-like large scale magnetic features (see below) and polarity reversals that127
resemble geomagnetic observations, and are numerically cheap so they can be run extremely long times to128
produce low frequency statistics. The inner boundary temperature gradient dT/dri, fixed in time in each129
model, spans a range of 0.8− 12 (in non-dimensional units) that produces stable dipolar dynamos on the130
lower end to unstable, reversing non-dipolar dynamos at the high end (Table 1). The temperature gradient131
at the outer boundary is set to balance the heat flow at the base so that energy is conserved and there is no132
internal sink or source.133

Time is scaled from thermal diffusion times (implemented in the code) to years by multiplying by a factor134
τdip/(Pm(ro/π)2), where ro = 1.5384 is dimensionless outer core radius and τdip = 50 kyr is the assumed135
magnetic dipole decay time of the core. We adopt the same definition of a polarity reversal proposed by136
Driscoll and Olson (2009): that the dipole co-latitude θdip spend at least 20 kyr in a stable polarity before137
and after a reversal.138

3.2 Analysis Method139

From each model we compute Gauss coefficients over time gl,m(t) and hl,m(t) at Earth’s surface from140
magnetic field spectra at the CMB (e.g. Merrill et al., 1996). Although the dynamo model spectra are141
resolved out to harmonic degree lmax = 64 we only compute Gauss coefficients out to lmax = 8 because142
larger harmonics contribute very little to the surface magnetic field.143

From the Gauss coefficients we compute the rms non-axial dipole (NAD),144

gNAD(t) =

[
lmax∑
l=1

l∑
m=0

{
gl,m(t)2 + hl,m(t)2

}
− g1,0(t)2

]1/2
(1)
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and the rms dipole intensity,145

gD(t) =
√
g1,0(t)2 + g1,1(t)2 + h1,1(t)2 (2)

We also compute local magnetic field quantities on Earth’s surface that are interpreted as synthetic146
observations. From the Gauss coefficients we compute the surface vector magnetic field components X , Y ,147
and Z from the magnetic potential Ψ(r, θ, φ) at a point on the surface r = a,148

X =
1

a

∂Ψ

∂θ
, Y = − 1

a sin θ

∂Ψ

∂φ
, Z =

∂Ψ

∂r
(3)

where149

Ψ(r, θ, φ, t) = a
∑
l

∑
m

(a
r

)l+1
Pm
l (cos θ)(gl,m(t) cosmφ+ hl,m(t) sinmφ) (4)

and Pm
l are Schmidt normalized Legendre polynomials (Merrill et al., 1996). From the local field150

components we compute the local magnetic field intensity F as151

F (t) =
√
X(t)2 + Y (t)2 + Z(t)2 (5)

We will focus in particular on synthetic paleomagnetic observations at an arbitrary point on the equator:152
θ = π/2 and φ = 0. We will refer to intensity at this location F (θ = π/2, φ = 0) as Feq.153

Synthetic observations of magnetic direction are also created at the same point on the equator. These154
include local magnetic declination D155

D = tan−1

[
Y

X

]
(6)

inclination I ,156

I = tan−1

[
Z√

X2 + Y 2

]
(7)

angular pole distribution α95 with 95% probability,157

α95 = cos−1

[
1− N −R

R

{(
1

0.05

) 1
N−1

− 1

}]
(8)

and Fisher’s precision parameter k158

k =
N − 1

N −R
(9)

where159

R =

[(∑
li

)2
+
(∑

mi

)2
+
(∑

ni

)2]1/2
(10)

and the directional cosines are li = cosDi cos Ii, mi = sinDi cos Ii, and ni = sin Ii (Merrill et al., 1996).160

The (dimensionless) global dipole moment pDM is161

pDM = 4πa3gD (11)
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where a = 2.8157 is the dimensionless radius of Earth (Merrill et al., 1996). The global axial dipole162
moment pADM is the same as in (11) but with only the g1,0 term in (2). These global dipole moments163
pDM and pADM can be considered as the “true” values and will be compared to synthetic or “virtual”164
observations of these quantities. The “virtual” dipole moment (VDM) is computed from the local magnetic165
intensity F by (Merrill et al., 1996)166

pV DM =
4πa3

2
F (1 + 3 cos2 I)1/2 (12)

and similarly for the “virtual” axial dipole moment (VADM)167

pV ADM = 4πa3F (1 + 3 cos2 θ)−1/2 (13)

which reduces to pV ADM = 4πa3F at the equator (θ = π/2).168

We also consider the role of time averaging in producing a paleomagnetic direction or intensity. The169
length of the time average τ applied to the dynamo model time series could be interpreted as the time over170
which a series of paleomagnetic observations are averaged to get a single data point in time (e.g. segment171
of a sedimentary sequence), or the time over which the magnetic carrier obtains a remnant signal of the172
ambient field (e.g. cooling of a magmatic unit below its Curie temperature). We average each quantity of173
interest over a number of smoothing times τ from 5 to 500 kyr. For each τ the dynamo model time series is174
chopped into N = ∆t/τ sub series, where ∆t is the total length of the model in kyr. Within each sub-series175
a running mean is computed following the method of Davies and Constable (2014):176

x(ti) = x(ti−1)
(i− 1)

i
+

1

i
x(ti) (14)

where x(t) is some output from the dynamo model and ti is time at the ith sampling index within each177
sub-series. The running average is computed up to ti = τ for each sub series, and then an average of the178
running averages is computed. Dynamo model output quantities have an output sampling frequency of179
about once every 1 kyr for all models.180

4 RESULTS

We apply the analysis methods described above to the suite of dynamo simulations to investigate how long181
a time base-line of observations must be averaged to obtain a pure global axial dipole (GAD) field, and182
how this time baseline depends on the dynamics of the model. Finally we investigate how local virtual183
observations of intensity compare to the true global values for the suite of dynamos.184

4.1 An Earth-like Dynamo Model185

To demonstrate that these models are in a relevant region of parameter space, we first focus the details186
of an “Earth-like” model with dT/dri = 4, which we will refer to as “model 4”. Figure 2 shows the187
time series of dipole co-latitude and the axial dipole Gauss coefficient gl=1,m=0 for model 4. This model188
reverses 20 times over 7.6 Myr (2.61 reversals per Myr) and the dipole spends about equal time in each189
hemisphere. It is “Earth-like” according to the definition of Christensen et al. (2009) with an axial to190
non-axial dipole ratio “AD/NAD” of 0.29, an odd to even ratio “O/E” of 0.87, and zonal to non-zonal ratio191
“Z/NZ” of 0.05, all similar to the Earth-like values of 1.4, 1.0, and 0.15 respectively. Using the standard192
deviations expected by Christensen et al. (2009), these values produce a summary rating of χ2 = 6.21.193
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These magnetic field statistics give us some confidence that our models produce magnetic fields that are194
generally “Earth-like” at the largest scales even though they are many orders of magnitude from the Earth195
in several non-dimensional parameters. A recent comparison of “Earth-like” dynamos that span a huge196
range in control parameters demonstrates that the large scale features and low frequency variability can197
be captured even when the small scale dynamics are not resolved (Aubert et al., 2017). Nevertheless, our198
results should be compared to higher resolution simulations in the future.199

Also shown in Figure 2 are time series of magnetic inclination and declination as observed at an arbitrary200
point on Earth’s surface: at the equator θ = π/2 and φ = 0. Synthetic observations generated at this point201
will be analyzed from a paleomagnetic perspective and compared to the true solution. Next we will test202
the ability to retrieve the true global magnetic directions and intensities from a time series of synthetic203
paleomagnetic observations.204

4.2 Effects of Time Averaging205

Figure 3 shows an example of the time series smoothing analysis in (14) applied to g1,0 from model 4 for206
four smoothing lengths τ . Clearly in this occasionally reversing model g1,0 has long-term variability on207
Myr time scales that is not captured by smoothing over 500 kyr. However, rms quantities may converge to208
stationary values faster.209

Figure 4 shows the mean and standard deviation of the running mean of four output quantities (i.e. x(τ))210
from model 4 for a range of τ . Figure 4a shows that the average of g1,0(τ) (i.e. the average of the running211
averages from all sub series) converges to zero for all τ , as expected for this reversing model that spends212
roughly equal time in normal and reversed polarity states (Figure 2). The relatively large standard deviation213
of g1,0(τ) reflects the long-term variability that is not averaged out within each sub series. Figure 4b shows214
that the average rms non-axial dipole field (GNAD) from (1) is also near zero for all τ , implying that all215
other field harmonics (other than g1,0) individually balance to zero. The standard deviation of GNAD also216
approaches zero at large τ , implying that non-axial dipole fields more consistently balance out over longer217
time averaging than g1,0. Figure 4c shows that the running mean of rms dipole from (2) and axial dipole218
coefficients are stationary and non-zero over all τ . Figure 4d shows that the local magnetic amplitude Feq at219
the equator is similarly stationary and non-zero over all τ and similar in amplitude to the rms axial dipole.220
A more detailed comparison between observed and true intensities is below.221

Figure 5 shows the average of running means of four local magnetic pole-related quantities from model222
4: declination Deq from (6), inclination Ieq from (7), α95 from (8), and Fisher’s precision parameter k223
from (9). The average of the running mean inclination and declination hover around zero, which is the224
expected orientation of an axial dipole observed at the equator. The standard deviation of the running mean225
inclination and declination decrease steadily with τ as the non-axial magnetic terms average out, similar to226
the trend in GNAD in Figure 4b. The angular spread α95 in the virtual geomagnetic pole (VGP) decreases227
rapidly with τ while the precision parameter k plateaus around 15. A vertical dashed line is drawn at the228
largest τ where α95 < 10◦, which is a typical threshold value for computing a VGP (e.g. Van der Voo,229
1990). For model 4 this occurs at τ = 30 kyr, implying that to obtain a stable VGP orientation the local230
field must be averaged over at least about 30 kyr.231

4.3 Dynamo regimes232

Next we investigate how the dynamical regime of the dynamo influences synthetic observations at the233
surface and how they differ (if at all) from the known solutions. The suite of dynamos span regimes from234
stable non-reversing at low heat flux (dT/dri = 1) to reversing non-dipolar at high heat flux (dT/dri = 12).235
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The major dynamo transition from dipolar non-reversing models to non-dipolar reversing models occurs236
around dT/dri = 3. This transition is apparent in Figure 6a where volume averaged magnetic energy (ME)237
drops below kinetic energy (KE) due to a weakening of the axial dipole, Figure 6b where rms g1,0 drops238
by a factor of ∼ 4, Figure 6c where reversals begin, and Figure 6d where the axial dipolarity (g1,0/grms)239
drops below ∼ 0.5.240

Interestingly, Figure 6a shows that volume averaged ME drops to a minimum at the onset of reversals241
(dT/dri = 3) and then increases with heat flux in parallel with KE as more energy is pumped into the242
domain. Because of the preference for low harmonic degree fields at the surface, the decrease in the dipole243
dominates the total surface magnetic field, leading to a sudden drop in g1,0 at the reversing onset and a244
floor of g1,0 = 0.05 for more energetic models. This g1,0 floor may indicate saturation of the dipole field245
where generation of a stronger dipole by faster convective velocities is balanced by turbulent disruption246
of the large scale flow. Dipole reversal frequency increases with bottom heat flux (Figure 6c), implying247
that dT/dri is a proxy for reversal frequency or dipole stability in these models. The plateau in reversal248
frequency around 8/Myr is an artifact of our requirement that a reversal be bracketed by stable periods249
longer than 20 kyr, which become less common as the heat flux increases.250

4.4 Obtaining stable poles and intensities from synthetic observations251

Next we apply the local paleomagnetic analysis methods from §3.2 to all models with the goal of252
quantifying how the time required to obtain a stable paleomagnetic pole and intensity depends on the253
dynamical state of the core. We define the critical smoothing time τcrit as the running mean length where254
α95 falls below a threshold value of either 5◦ or 10◦. This is the length of time averaging needed to obtain a255
stable virtual geomagnetic pole (VGP) position from continuous observations at a single location.256

Figure 7a shows that the critical smoothing time τcrit increases for more energetic dynamos driven by257
larger bottom heat fluxes. A threshold of α95 < 10◦ requires τcrit of 20-40 kyr, while a threshold of258
α95 < 5◦ requires τcrit of 40 − 150 kyr. Figures 7b-d show the average running mean of several other259
dynamo statistics computed at τcrit. Surprisingly Figure 7d shows that gNAD(τcrit) does not converge to260
zero for stable dipolar models (dT/dri < 4), which implies that directional VGP scatter converges faster in261
a running average than the intensity of the non-dipolar magnetic field. More generally, this implies that262
longer running averages are needed to converge to stationary intensities than directions.263

Next we analyze synthetic dipole moment observations at a point on the equator. Running averages264
of the true and virtual dipole moments defined in (11, 12, 13) are compared in Figure 8 for a single265
smoothing time of τ = 50 kyr. Figures 8a and b show a factor of ∼ 5 drop in dipole moment in going from266
non-reversing to reversing models as seen in Figure 6a.267

Bias in intensity observations can be investigated by comparing the ratio of observed dipole moment268
pV DM in (12) to true dipole moment pDM in (11),269

BV DM =
pV DM

pDM
=

1

2

F (1 + 3 cos2 I)1/2

gD
(15)

and similarly for the ratio of observed axial dipole moment pV ADM in (13) to true axial dipole moment270
pADM ,271

BV ADM =
pV ADM

pADM
=

F√
g21,0

(16)
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where F and I are derived from local observations at the equator. Figure 8c (and Table 1) shows that VDM272
is systematically low compared to true DM by a factor of ∼ 0.9 for non-reversing dipolar models, and273
trends down to a factor of ∼ 0.6 for reversing models. The drop in Figure 8c is caused mainly by a drop in274
F/gD because the running average inclination at τ = 50 kyr is less than 2◦ for all models (Figure 5b). The275
decrease in F/gD is caused by the local intensity F becoming more and more contaminated by non-dipole276
field components with arbitrary sign as heat flux increases, so that on average F < gD. Figure 8c shows277
this ratio is the same for τ = 50 kyr, 100 kyr, and 500 kyr, indicating that this bias lingers even with longer278
time averaging.279

On the contrary we find an increasing trend in the ratio of VADM/ADM from 1 to ∼ 1.2, which is280

caused by
√
g21,0 decreasing faster than F with increasing heat flux. This bias can be attributed to the GAD281

assumption that the field is purely axial when it is not and non-axial dipolar field components contributing282
to increase F . This trend implies that VADM systematically overestimates the true DM for reversing283

dynamos. Combining F < gD from Figure 8c and F >
√
g21,0 from Figure 8d gives284

√
g21,0 < F <

√
g21,0 + g21,1 + h21,1 (17)

implying that local fields of opposite sign combine to decrease F slightly less than gD but to increase it285

slightly more than
√
g21,0.286

Lastly, we recast these results from a function of bottom heat flow to a function of reversal frequency per287
Myr fr in Figure 9. We find a similar inverse relationship between k and fr as Lhuillier and Gilder (2013)288
in Figure 9b. The paleointensity bias found in Figure 8 could be applied to paleomagnetic observations if289
the reversal frequency is independently known. With this in mind we fit linear functions to the VDM and290
VADM data (Figures 8c and d) as,291

pV (A)DM

p(A)DM
= a+ bfr (18)

giving coefficients of a = 0.94 (0.97) and b = −0.04 (+0.03) Myr for the VDM (VADM) bias.292

5 IMPLICATIONS

The intensity biases found above are now applied to the PINT data in Figure 1. In an attempt to remove293
these biases VDM’s are divided by 0.8, an estimate of the bias found in Figure 8c, and VADM’s are divided294
by 1.1, an estimate of the bias found in Figure 8d. Vertical lines in Figure 10 connect the unbiased values295
(circles) with the values from Figure 1. The same inverse-distance squared smoothing applied in Figure 1296
is then applied to the unbiased data in Figure 10. This relatively minor biasing effect does not reveal any297
new long-term trends and no immediate signature of inner core nucleation is apparent.298

Note that in this unbiasing effort we have used constant estimates of the dipole moment bias for all299
VDM’s or VADM’s, whereas a more accurate unbiasing would apply a dynamo regime specific correction300
that depends, for example, on reversal frequency according to (18). Although this approach will be difficult301
for Precambrian data where the reversal frequency record is discontinuous (e.g. Pavlov and Gallet, 2010;302
Biggin et al., 2011; Gallet et al., 2012), correlating polarity ratio with polarity reversal frequency may303
be a way to extend the record (e.g. Driscoll and Evans, 2016). More readily this bias could be applied to304
the paleointensity record over the last 180 Myr where the reversal frequency is known, in order to test305
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the prediction of an inverse relationship between reversal frequency and paleointensity (e.g. Driscoll and306
Olson, 2011; Sprain et al., 2016).307

6 CONCLUSIONS

We have generated synthetic magnetic observations from numerical dynamos that span a range of dynamical308
regimes to investigate the time averaged magnetic field orientation and intensity. The range of dynamo309
regimes found, from stable non-reversing dipolar regimes to reversing non-dipolar regimes, are driven by310
models that span a factor of 10 increase in bottom boundary heat flux. We find that running averages over311
20− 40 kyr are needed to obtain stable VGP’s with α95 < 10◦, and over 40− 120 kyr for α95 < 5◦. To312
obtain stable VGP’s we find that models with higher heat flux and more frequent polarity reversals require313
longer time averages, similar to previous studies (McMillan et al., 2001; Davies and Constable, 2014).314
However, we also find that obtaining stable intensities requires longer time averaging than directions.315

Surprisingly we find that running averages of local field intensity and inclination produce underestimates316
of VDM by factors of 0.9− 0.6 and overestimates of VADM by factors of 1− 1.2 as heat flux and reversal317
frequency increases. These biases are caused by the running averaged local field intensity F having an318
intermediate intensity between the rms axial dipole and full dipole intensities. These biases remain even319
for time averages over 500 kyr. We compute a scaling law connecting reversal frequency to paleointensity320
bias that could be applied to records where reversal frequency is known.321

These biases are applied to the PINT paleointensity record, which produce little change to the overall322
trend of a relatively flat intensity over the last 2 Ga. A more careful debiasing could be applied during323
periods when the reversal frequency, or some proxy for reversal frequency (such as secular variation or324
polarity ratio), is known. Correcting for this bias may be important for identifying trends and events (like325
ICN) in the paleointensity record.326

Future analysis could be extended to synthetic observations at difference locations on the surface, secular327
variation, and identifying higher order magnetic components. Models at lower Ekman number and with328
different boundary conditions should also be analyzed to investigate if these results are sensitive to this329
region of parameter space.330
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Table 1. Dynamo model properties: bottom boundary heat flux dT/dri, kinetic energy (KE), magnetic
energy (ME), length of run in kyr, number of dipole equator crossings Neq, number of polarity reversals
Nrev, critical running average length τcrit when α95 < 10◦, ratio of observed to true virtual dipole moments,
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Figure 1. Paleointensity (VDM and VADM) from the PINT database (dots) with inverse-distance squared
smoothing (solid line) applied to filled circles. Open circles are from paleointensity studies that either
contain directional anomalies (Pesonen and Halls, 1983) or low temperature components (Thomas, 1993;
Thomas and Piper, 1995). Panel right: histogram of VDM and VADM. Panel top: histogram of ages.
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Figure 3. Smoothing (black) of subsets (colors) of g1,0 time series from model 4. a) Smoothing length of
τ = 50 kyr. b) τ = 100 kyr. c) τ = 250 kyr. d) τ = 500 kyr.
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Figure 9. Dynamo model properties as a function of reversal rate per Myr, fr. a) Critical averaging time
τcrit to achieve α95 < 5◦ (blue) and< 10◦ (red). b) Fisher k statistic at τ = 50 kyr. c) Ratio of pV DM/pDM
with linear fit: pV DM/pDM = a+ bfr, where fr is reversal frequency per Myr and coefficients are shown
in the legend. d) Same as (c) but for pV ADM/pADM .
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Figure 10. Unbiased paleointensity (VDM and VADM) from the PINT database with inverse-distance
squared smoothing (solid line) applied to filled circles. VDM’s are divided by 0.8, an estimate of the bias
found in Figure 8c, and VADM’s are divided by 1.1, an estimate of the bias found in Figure 8d. Vertical
lines connect biased to unbiased values.
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